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EDITORIAL

IEEE ACCESS SPECIAL SECTION EDITORIAL:
SECURITY AND PRIVACY FOR CLOUD AND IoT

The Internet of Things (IoT), which enables a wide variety
of embedded devices, sensors, and actuators (known as smart
things) to interconnect and exchange data, is a promising
network scenario for bridging physical devices and virtual
objects in the cyber world. Considering the limited capacity
of smart things, cloud computing has been introduced to store
and process the huge amount of data collected by the IoT. The
appropriate integration of cloud computing and the IoT can be
regarded as the best of two worlds, simultaneously providing
omnipresent sensing services and powerful processing capa-
bilities. Undoubtedly, the cloud-assisted IoT will boost the
advancement of innovative applications and services includ-
ing smart cities, industrial IoT, intelligent transportation, and
electronic health systems. Despite the benefits of cloud-
aided IoT, it is impossible to overlook the significance of
security and privacy in this kind of highly heterogeneous
and interconnected system. To deal with security threats to
smart devices and sensitive data, hundreds of security solu-
tions have recently been put forward for either the cloud or
IoT environments. However, a few important characteristics
such as heterogeneity and scalability have not been properly
considered in these solutions.

The objective of this Special Section is to compile recent
research efforts dedicated to studying the security and
privacy of a rapidly increasing number of cloud and
IoT applications. The Special Section solicited high-quality
unpublished work representing recent advances and novel
methodologies for enabling traditional security solutions for
the cloud and the IoT, as well as theories and technolo-
gies proposed to defend cloud and IoT-oriented applications
against adversarial or malicious attacks. Seventy-four sub-
missions were received, and 24 articles were selected for
inclusion in the Special Section after a thorough review and
revision process conducted by at least two independent ref-
erees. These 24 accepted articles can be divided into three
categories: Authentication and Access Control (ten articles),
Attack Resilient and Cryptography (seven articles), and Pri-
vacy Protection (seven articles).

In the Authentication and Access Control category, the
article ‘‘A secure authentication protocol for Internet of
Vehicles,’’ by Chen et al., proposed a secure commu-
nication scheme for the purpose of authentication in an

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) environment. The proposed scheme
can efficiently protect the data transmitted in an insecure
IoV network and preserve the privacy of vehicle users. The
proposed scheme guarantees resistance to several attacks,
such as offline identity guessing attack, location spoofing
attack, and replay attack.

In the article ‘‘Design of a secure password-based authen-
tication scheme for M2M networks in IoT-enabled cyber-
physical systems,’’ by Renuka et al., the authors propose
an efficient and secure authentication scheme for machine-
to-machine (M2M) networks in IoT-enabled systems. The
proposed scheme allows any pair of entities in an M2M
network to mutually authenticate each other and agree on a
session key for communicating data in a secure and efficient
way. It thus provides good security and efficiency and is
suitable for environmental sensors that are limited in terms
of computation, storage, and energy resources.

In the article ‘‘Light-weight and privacy-preserving
authentication protocol for mobile payments in the context
of IoT,’’ by Chen et al., the authors propose a lightweight
and privacy-preserving authentication protocol for mobile
payment in the context of the IoT. The issues of payment
trust and user privacy are the focus of the investigation.
In addition, with the support of a unidirectional certificate-
less proxy re-signature scheme, the proposed authentication
protocol is provably secure under the extended computational
Diffie–Hellman problem.

In the article ‘‘Sec-D2D: A secure and lightweight D2D
communication system with multiple sensors,’’ by Cao et al.,
a lightweight and efficient key distribution scheme for secure
device-to-device (D2D) communication is proposed. In the
proposed scheme, an efficient near-field authentication pro-
cess is developed to detect and validate the proximity between
two devices. In addition, a robust information exchange
mechanism is introduced over the audio channel and the
RF channel.

In the article ‘‘Selective authentication based geographic
opportunistic routing in wireless sensor networks for Inter-
net of Things against DoS attacks,’’ by Lyu et al., a selec-
tive authentication-based geographic opportunistic routing
(SelGOR) scheme is proposed to defend against Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).
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The proposed scheme canmeet the requirements of authentic-
ity and reliability in WSNs. In addition, by analyzing statistic
state information (SSI) of wireless links, SelGOR leverages
an SSI-based trust model to improve the efficiency of data
delivery.

In the article ‘‘A novel attribute-based access control
scheme using blockchain for IoT,’’ by Ding et al., the authors
propose a novel attribute-based access control scheme for
data security in IoT systems. The proposed scheme adopts
blockchain technology to record the distribution of attributes
and can thus avoid single point failure and data tampering.
In addition, the access control process is optimized to meet
the need for high efficiency and lightweight calculation for
IoT devices.

In the article ‘‘Efficient attribute-based access control
with authorized search in cloud storage,’’ by Hao et al.,
the authors propose an efficient attribute-based access
control with authorized search scheme (EACAS) in cloud
storage. The proposed scheme extends the anonymous key-
policy attribute-based encryption (AKP-ABE) to support
fine-grained data retrieval with attribute privacy preserva-
tion. In addition, by integrating the key delegation tech-
nique into AKP-ABE, EACAS enables data users to cus-
tomize search policies based on their access policies
and generate the corresponding trapdoor using the secret
key granted by the data owner to retrieve their data of
interest.

In the article ‘‘Fingerprint recognition strategies based on
a fuzzy commitment for cloud-assisted IoT: A minutiae-
based sector coding approach,’’ by Shi et al., a fingerprint
recognition scheme using a minutiae-based sector coding
strategy is proposed for cloud-assisted IoT. The proposed
approach classifies the minutiae of a fingerprint into many
designed sectors and encodes them according to the extracted
features. In addition to adopting the fuzzy commitment, a key
encryption process is accomplished using BCH codes and
Hash mappings.

In the article ‘‘Privacy-oriented blockchain-based dis-
tributed key management architecture for hierarchical access
control in the IoT scenario,’’ by Ma et al., a new blockchain-
based distributed key management architecture (BDKMA)
with fog computing is proposed to reduce latency, and multi-
blockchains are operated in the cloud to achieve cross-domain
access. The proposed scheme utilizes blockchain technology
to satisfy the decentralization, fine-grained auditability, high
scalability, and extensibility requirements, as well as the
privacy-preserving principles for hierarchical access control
in the IoT.

In the article ‘‘Proxy re-encryption in access control frame-
work of information-centric networks,’’ by Wang et al.,
an efficient proxy re-encryption (PRE) scheme in an
information-centric networking (ICN) framework is pro-
posed to help reduce overhead on the user-side, while
guaranteeing flexible data sharing between subscribers and
even their co-operators. The proposed scheme has the addi-
tional benefits of noninteractivity and collusion resistance.

The authors prove the scheme is secure against adaptive
replayable adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (RCCA) in re-
encryption and secure against chosen ciphertext attack (CCA)
in complete ICN encryption.

In the Attack Resilient and Cryptography category, the arti-
cle ‘‘A novel low-rate denial of service attack detection
approach in ZigBee wireless sensor network by combin-
ing Hilbert–Huang transformation and trust evaluation,’’ by
Chen et al., proposes a novel Low-rate Denial of Service
(LDoS) attack detection approach combining Hilbert–Huang
Transformation (HHT) and Trust evaluation in Zigbee wire-
less sensor networks (WSNs). The proposed approach con-
sists of three algorithms: a) a scalable LDoS attack detection
architecture for cloud-based IoT network environments;
b) a novel HHT-based LDoS attack detection algorithm in
Zigbee WSNs; and c) an intrinsic mode function (IMF) com-
ponents trust evaluation approach combining a correlation
coefficient and a KS test.

In the article ‘‘ARCA-IoT: An attack-resilient cloud-
assisted IoT system,’’ by Javaid et al., the authors pro-
pose an Attack-Resilient Cloud-Assisted (ARCA) system to
deal with three challenges, i.e., interoperability, scalability,
and trustworthiness, germane to cloud-assisted IoT environ-
ments. ARCA-IoT leverages the concept of the cloud and
Web technologies to facilitate interoperability and scalabil-
ity. For trustworthiness, it is identified that trust is dynamic
in context. In addition, the Naive Bayes classifier is inte-
grated into the ARCA-IoT system to prevent trustworthiness-
maneuvering attacks.

In the article ‘‘BRIoT: Behavior rule specification-
based misbehavior detection for IoT-embedded cyber-
physical systems,’’ by Sharma et al., the authors propose
a lightweight behavior rule specification-based misbehavior
detection mechanism for IoT-embedded cyber-physical sys-
tems (BRIoT). The main idea of the proposed approach is
to model a system through which the misbehavior of an IoT
device, manifested as a result of attacks exploiting an exposed
vulnerability, may be detected through automatic model-
checking and formal verification, regardless of whether the
attack is known or unknown.

In the article ‘‘Constructing features for detecting android
malicious applications: Issues, taxonomy, and directions,’’
Wang et al. present a clear and comprehensive survey of
the state-of-the-art work that detects malicious applications
(malapps) by characterizing the behaviors of said apps with
various types of features. The authors collected a total
of 1947 papers, among which 236 papers were used in a sur-
vey comprising four dimensions: features extracted, feature
selectionmethods employed (if any), detectionmethods used,
and scale of the evaluation performed. This article not only
presents a taxonomy of the features that the related literature
employs but also highlights the issues of constructing features
for malapp detection.

In the article ‘‘Flow context and host behavior based
Shadowsocks’s traffic identification,’’ by Zeng et al., a novel
ShadowSocks (SS) detection method based on flow context
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and host behavior is proposed. The method can not only
identify SS flows accurately, but can also be applied to a
large-scale network environment. Twelve-dimensional fea-
tures corresponding to three aspects are extracted to build
the detection model, i.e., the relationship between flows,
the hosts’ flow behavior, and the hosts’ DNS behavior.

In the article ‘‘A complexity-reduced block encryption
algorithm suitable for the Internet of Things,’’ by Guo et al.,
the proposed complexity-reduced secure and fast encryp-
tion routine (SAFER)-Fermat block encryption method
accounts for both the confusion and diffusion principles.
In the proposed algorithm, a novel diffusion layer exploit-
ing the Fermat number theory transform is proposed, while
the confusion layer remains unchanged as the SAFER
algorithm.

In the article ‘‘A lightweight cellular automata based
encryption technique for IoT applications,’’ Roy et al. pro-
pose a lightweight cellular automata (CA)-based cipher,
known as the Lightweight CA Cipher (LCC), for IoT appli-
cations. In the proposed method, encryption is done at
the perception layer, where the sensor nodes are deployed,
while decryption is done at the network layer, where gate-
way devices are installed. The experimental results show
the proposed method is more efficient than some existing
ciphers like DES and 3DES when randomness, execution
time, and implementation simplicity are considered as prime
requirements.

In the Privacy Protection category, the article ‘‘A gener-
alized constraint of privacy: α-mutual information security,’’
by Yao, studied the security of a variety of crypto-
graphic tasks, including traditional privacy (e.g., seeded
extractors, encryptions, commitments, and secret shar-
ing schemes) and differential privacy from the perspec-
tive of α-mutual information. The authors first propose
a modular and unified framework to study the rela-
tions hips between statistical security and mutual informa-
tion security for a series of privacy schemes outside the
sphere of prior work that focused on a special scheme.
In addition, the authors introduce α-mutual information secu-
rity via the Rényi entropy for a series of privacy schemes
and aim to bridge the gap between statistical security and
α-mutual information security.
In the article ‘‘A sanitization approach to secure shared

data in an IoT environment,’’ Lin et al. propose a sanitiza-
tion approach by adopting the hierarchical-cluster method
to hide confidential information while still discovering use-
ful and meaningful information in the sanitized dataset.
In addition, the multi-objective particle swarm optimiza-
tion framework and an algorithm known as HCMPSO are
utilized to balance four side effects, namely hiding fail-
ure, missing cost, artificial cost, and database dissimilarity
(Dis), and to thereby provide optimized solutions for data
sanitization.

In the article ‘‘A secure and privacy preserving partial
deterministic RWP model to reduce overlapping in IoT sens-
ing environment,’’ by Hosen et al., the authors propose a

secure and privacy-preserving node mobility model in which
the nodes take part in periodic rounds securely. An iden-
tity (ID)-based authentication mechanism for joining nodes
in the network and a method for detection of malicious
nodes based on their survival strategies are proposed in the
model.

In the article ‘‘MSCryptoNet: Multi-scheme privacy-
preserving deep learning in cloud computing,’’ by
Kwabena et al., the authors propose a novel framework,
called MSCryptoNet, which enables the scalable execution
and conversion of a state-of-the-art learned neural network
to MSCryptoNet models in the privacy-preservation context.
The authors also design a method for approximation of the
activation function used as the basis of the convolutional
neural network (i.e., Sigmoid and Rectified linear unit) with
low-degree polynomials, which is vital for computations in
homomorphic encryption schemes.

In the article ‘‘Privacy leakage in smart homes and its miti-
gation: IFTTT as a case study,’’ byXu et al., the authors inves-
tigate how IFTTT (‘‘If This, Then That’’), one of the most
popular smart home platforms, has the capability to monitor
the daily life of a user in a variety of ways that are hardly
noticeable. In addition, the authors propose multiple ideas for
mitigating privacy leakages, which when taken together form
a ‘‘Filter-and-Fuzz’’ (F&F) process. This involves first filter-
ing out events that are unneeded by the IFTTT platform and
then fuzzifying the values and frequencies of the remaining
events.

In the article ‘‘Privacy-preserving wildcards patternmatch-
ing protocol for IoT applications,’’ by Qin et al., the authors
propose a new protocol using secret sharing and oblivi-
ous transfer (OT), and later improve its efficiency with
OT extension, making the protocol very efficient for
lightweight IoT devices. In addition, the protocol supports
queries with wildcards that can be used for the batch
search. This protocol is provably secure against honest-but-
curious adversaries.

Finally, the invited article ‘‘A new weight-and sensitivity-
based variable maximum distance to average vector algo-
rithm for wearable sensor data privacy protection,’’ by
Zhang et al., tackles the problem of privacy protec-
tion with wearable devices when published data can be
solved based on the variable-maximum distance aver-
age vector. This article proposes a new weight- and
sensitivity-based variable maximum distance average vector
(WSV-MDAV) method aiming at solving the problems ger-
mane to the existing privacy protection algorithm. The pro-
posed approach considers the differential importance among
all the identifiers by assigning them corresponding weight
coefficients.

The Guest Editors hope that this Special Section will ben-
efit the scientific community and contribute to the extant
knowledge base and would like to thank the authors for their
contributions. In addition, they highly appreciate the con-
tributions of the reviewers for their constructive comments
and suggestions. Finally, the Guest Editors would like to
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